Radiosurgery target point alignment errors detected with portal film verification.
Stereotactic radiosurgery with a linear accelerator requires an accurate match of the therapeutic radiation distribution to the localized target volume. Techniques for localization of the target volume using CT scans and/or angiograms have been described. Alignment of the therapeutic radiation distribution to the intended point in stereotactic space is usually accomplished using precision mechanical scales which attach to the head ring. The present work describes a technique used to verify that the stereotactic coordinates of the center of the intended radiation distribution are in agreement with the localized target point coordinates. This technique uses anterior/posterior and lateral accelerator portal verification films to localize the stereotactic coordinates of the center of the radiation distribution with the patient in the treatment position. The results of 26 cases have been analyzed. Alignment errors of the therapeutic radiation distribution in excess of 1 mm have been found using the portal film verification procedure.